1.
See, e.g., Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557 (2006) (addressing the President's inherent constitutional power to establish military tribunals to try enemy combatants for war crimes defined by the President); Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507 (2004) (considering the President's authority to detain suspected enemy combatants without bringing them before a federal judge or neutral tribunal).
2.
See generally Gregory E. how justice thomas determines the original meaning of article ii of the constitution his approach in other constitutional issues. The answer is practical because it reveals what kinds of arguments and sources persuade Justice Thomas.
In this Essay, I seek to answer the question of how Justice Thomas determines the original meaning of Article II by making three observations based on opinions authored or joined by Justice Thomas. The Essay proceeds in two Parts. Part I discusses Justice Thomas's typical approach to constitutional issues. Part II then notes how his approach differs in Article II cases.
i. how justice thomas generally decides constitutional issues
Justice Thomas has made clear that he generally strives to decide constitutional questions in accordance with either the original meaning of the Constitution or Supreme Court precedent.
3 While much could be written on Justice Thomas's views on precedent and stare decisis, 4 my focus in this Essay is on his approach to original meaning. In recent cases, Justice Thomas has indicated that he looks for the original objective meaning of the Constitution and its amendments, as opposed to the original intent of the Framers who dra�ed them or the original understanding of the persons who voted to ratify them. 5 For example, in his concurrence in part and concurrence in the judgment in McDonald v. City of Chicago, 6 the decision that incorporated the Second Amendment against the states, Justice Thomas said: "When interpreting constitutional text, the goal is to discern the most likely public understanding of a particular provision at the time it was adopted." 7 Justice Thomas, however, does not limit his inquiry solely to evidence most demonstrative of the original objective meaning. On the contrary, Justice Thomas typically confirms this meaning by looking at a variety of sources more indicative of the original intent and original understanding. For example, he has cited the notes from the Constitutional Convention and the legislative his-
3.
See, e.g., Rothgery v. Gillespie County, 554 U.S. 191, 218 (2008) (Thomas, J., dissenting) ("Because the Court's holding is not supported by the original meaning of the Sixth Amendment or any reasonable interpretation of our precedents, I respectfully dissent."). 
5.
In recent years, judges and scholars have recognized that the Constitution may have more than one original meaning, depending on how the term is defined. See Maggs, supra note 2, at 496-500.
6. 561 U.S. 742 (2010).
7.
Id. at 828 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).
the yale law journal forum Early state constitutions are o�en helpful because several provisions in Article II are directly modeled a�er them. For example, the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 made the Governor the "commander in chief of the army and navy" and gave him power to appoint judges and officers of the state. 21 The Articles of Confederation also can provide guidance because the Constitution specifically rejected many of that document's flaws. 22 In Freytag v. Commissioner, for instance, Justice Scalia considered the implications of moving the appointment power from Congress under the Articles to the President under the Constitution.
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The notes from the Constitutional Convention record what the Framers decided when they discussed executive power for one day in May, eight days in June, nine days in July, eleven days in August, and seven days in September of 1787. 24 In addition, the dra�s prepared by the Convention' how justice thomas determines the original meaning of article ii of the constitution
ii. three observations regarding how justice thomas determines the original meaning of article ii's provisions
Although known for his usual silence during oral argument, Justice Thomas is the most prolific writer of the current members of the Supreme Court. Last year, for example, Justice Thomas wrote almost twice as many opinions as any of his colleagues. 33 His extensive collection of utterances on Article II facilitates an evaluation of his methodology. My three observations are (1) that Justice Thomas has a greater inclination to theorize about the nature of executive power under Article II than about other features of the Constitution; (2) that he relies on all of the most commonly cited historical sources when discerning the original meaning of the Constitution; and (3) that he looks primarily for the original objective meaning of Article II, rather than some other type of original meaning (such as the original intent of the Framers or the original understanding of the participants at the state ratification conventions).
A. Observation No. 1: A Greater Inclination to Theorize
Justice Thomas seems much more inclined to theorize about executive power than other aspects of constitutional law. As explained above, Justice Thomas usually focuses on specific questions about the meaning of individual words in the Constitution. He typically finds answers in dictionaries from the Founding Era and similar sources, and tends to eschew abstract constitutional arguments. But when interpreting Article II, he tends to move beyond the text and into the realm of theory.
For example, in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 34 Justice Thomas made the nature of executive power the focus of his dissent. That case concluded that the President alone could not decide whether to detain a U.S. citizen captured on the battlefield while fighting for the enemy. In his analysis, Justice Thomas did not just look at the words of Article II, but instead considered principles of constitutional competence and authority. In his dissent, he wrote: "The plurality's evident belief that it is qualified to pass on the 'military necessity' . . . of the Commander in Chief's decision to employ a particular form of force against our enemies is so antithetical to our constitutional structure that it simply can- Because Justice Thomas has this understanding, his interpretation of Article II is necessarily less textual than his interpretation of Article I. He must be less concerned with the historical meaning of specific words, and more concerned with other kinds of arguments about what powers the Constitution originally assigned the President. In Zivotofsky, for example, he looked for evidence of the public "understanding of executive power [that] prevailed in America" during the Founding Era.
41
A second explanation is that deciding Article II issues without resorting to theory is difficult due to the brevity of Article II's text and the fact that many of its phrases appear to be terms of art. The President's powers are given in the 320 words of Article II, Sections 2 and 3. In contrast, Congress's powers are detailed in the 684 words of Article I, Sections 8 and 9. Even putting aside possible implications from the omission of the "herein granted" language, Article II 
Id.
how justice thomas determines the original meaning of article ii of the constitution simply contains much less detail. In addition, Article II uses compound phrases, such as "Commander in Chief" and "officer of the United States," which would seem to have special meanings that would not appear in dictionaries.
42 Narrow textual analysis, accordingly, may seem insufficient to resolve issues arising under Article II.
B. Observation No. 2: Reliance on Many Sources of Original Meaning
Justice Thomas routinely cites all seven of the key sources of original meaning that I have mentioned in his decisions on executive power. This observation may have practical significance for Supreme Court litigation. Parties who wish to persuade Justice Thomas in Article II cases should seek support in all of these sources. Though a full description of each of Justice Thomas's majority, concurring, and dissenting opinions is beyond the scope of this Essay, an example of his reliance on each source will demonstrate the point.
In his recent opinion concurring in the judgment in Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Association, Justice Thomas relied on early state constitutions and the Records of the Federal Convention to determine the executive power to create binding interpretations of administratively promulgated regulations. 43 The majority opinion in Perez had merely considered a question under the Administrative Procedure Act: whether an agency's substantial revision of its interpretation of a regulation should be construed as an amendment of the regulation. 44 Justice Thomas, however, thought it necessary to address larger questions of executive power and how the Framers were concerned about the weakness of separation of powers under state constitutions.
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Justice Thomas relied on the Articles of Confederation in Zivotofsky v. Kerry. 46 In that case, the Court considered a federal statute that concerned persons born in Jerusalem. The statute required the State Department, upon request, to list the place of birth on the person's passport as "Jerusalem, Israel" as opposed to just "Jerusalem." The majority held that the statute violated the separation of powers because it interfered with the President's exclusive power of diplomatic Hamdan v. Rumsfeld. 50 In Hamdi, the question was whether the President could conclusively decide who was an enemy combatant subject to detention for the duration of a conflict. 51 In Hamdan, the principal question was whether the President could establish military tribunals to try detained enemy combatants for conspiracy to commit war crimes. 52 In both cases, Justice Thomas saw support in the Federalist Papers for the proposition that the President had the primary responsibility to protect national security.
53
Justice Thomas cited the Virginia state ratification debates in his opinion concurring in the judgment in Bond v. United States. 54 The case concerned the power of the President, with the consent of the Senate, to make treaties that would give the government additional powers beyond those enumerated in Article I, Section 8. 55 In concluding that the President lacked this power, Justice Thomas cited both early presidential practice 56 and four dictionaries from the Founding Era.
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Reliance on these sources of the original meaning is not merely a matter of preference when writing his own opinions. Justice Thomas joins the opinions of other Justices that cite these sources but typically declines to join the ones that do not. One example is NLRB v. Noel Canning, which concerned recess appointments. 58 In that case, Justice Scalia wrote an opinion concurring in the judgment in which he cited various sources of the original meaning of the term "recess. This observation might be more interesting and possibly more useful if a review of the cases showed that Justice Thomas favored some sources more than others. Such a discovery might yield further insight into Justice Thomas's views about the President's powers or suggest what litigants should emphasize when trying to persuade Justice Thomas. But I could discern no such evidence. Justice Thomas considers all of the leading sources relevant and apparently has not weighted any of them more or less heavily.
C. Observation No. 3: Search for the Original Objective Meaning
In deciding questions under Article II, Justice Thomas adheres to his general approach of seeking the original objective meaning. For example, as noted above, Justice Thomas in Zivotofsky announced that he was looking for the "understanding of executive power [that] prevailed in America" in the Founding Era, rather than looking for the original intent of the Framers or original understanding of the participants at the state ratifying conventions. But Justice Thomas has not looked exclusively at the sources, like dictionaries, that best reveal that meaning. Instead, he confirms the original objective meaning by looking at other sources of the original meaning. Again, Bond v. United States presents an indicative example. 63 In Bond, he cited both evidence of the original understanding as shown by the records of the ratification debates and the objective meaning shown in dictionaries. Litigants before the Court therefore should not overlook evidence that might bolster arguments that focus specifically on the original objective meaning of the Constitution. iii. conclusion Justice Thomas's approach to executive power appears to be consistent with his general practice of looking for evidence of the original public meaning of constitutional terms and confirming that meaning with all pertinent historical sources. The practical conclusions from my observations are twofold. First, a litigator who hopes to persuade Justice Thomas in an Article II case should attempt to find support in all seven of the historical sources discussed above. Second, the same litigator also should consider making arguments based on theories of executive power-such as those concerning the competence and authority of the President compared to Congress and the Courts-even though Justice Thomas generally decides other kinds of constitutional questions with a focus more on the text of the Constitution than on abstract principles. F. 210 (2017) , http:// www.yalelawjournal.org/forum/how-justice-thomas-determines-the-original -meaning-of-article-ii-of-the-constitution.
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